
CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION No. 408

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

June 29, 2022

Minutes of the Board of Directors meeting of the Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 408
held by video conference.

Present: Danielle Glazebrook, President

Seymour Diener, Treasurer

Edmundo Nunes, Director at Large

Eva Kwiatkowski, Secretary

Nadia Freeman, Vice President of Operations (CIPM)

CALL TO ORDER
Danielle called the meeting to order at 6:31 p.m.

Nadia Freeman attended on behalf of CIPM, as Sarah was sick. The board shared some
concerns and background information regarding the current property management. Although
the storm impacted the status of some ongoing tasks, it has now been more than 5 weeks
since the storm and it appears that most of the tasks handled by Sarah are late or of unknown
status. Two board members met with Sarah last Friday [24 June] to discuss the current
workload of the property manager, explained the board’s many concerns, and stressed the
importance of prompt service and communication (especially as this was a major concern of
residents with the previous property management team). A board member noted that Sarah has
often promised X by day X but has not delivered on many deadlines.

Additionally, Sarah suggested she start bcc’ing Danielle and Seymour on emails to contractors,
so that we could see the volume of emails she deals with, which has not appeared to have
happened yet. The board also did not get the management package 5 days in advance of this
meeting (per our contract), and Sarah notified Danielle yesterday [Tuesday, 28 June] at 11pm
that it was still not ready.

Nadia shared that she was taken off guard with the news, as she meets with Sarah regularly.
Nadia also shared that she had a number of concerns with the financials from Sarah. Nadia is
aware of an invoice (Godfrey) in CondoWorks that hasn’t been paid, which was to be sent to
the board for review and approval. Nadia knew that Sarah had fallen behind and asked Sarah
for updates, as well as a summary for everything done for the storm clean-up. Nadia has



brought the whole thing to Yawar’s attention. Nadia has a meeting with Sarah on Monday [4
July].

There was some discussion about the invoice from Godfrey Roofing (done on June 16 for unit
24BC). The board noted that they were forwarded an email with pictures of the completed job,
but that the board was not asked for approval of the invoice, nor was the invoice included in
the email to the board. Nadia notes that any expense going to reserve needs our approval.
$1044.88 was coded to the reserve fund (although Nadia noted that it could be coded to either
the reserve or the operating fund). It was noted that the board has not received any invoices to
date from CIPM for approval, nor have they been shown how to use CondoWorks.

ACTION: Nadia to speak with Laura from CondoWorks tomorrow.

Nadia said that the general process for invoices over $500 is as follows: an invoice is sent to
Sarah, then the invoice goes to Nadia for approval, Nadia approves it, CondoWorks sends the
invoice to the board, then the board can approve the invoice. Currently, Danielle, Seymour, and
Ed are signatories. Eva to be added. McCoy’s invoice for last month was approved by Nadia
and should have come to the board; the board has not seen it.

ACTION: Nadia to forward the email from Godfrey Roofing to the board for approval of the
invoice.

ACTION: Sarah to get Eva added as a signatory/approval authority for invoices.

Nadia noted that insurance went through for $85,000 from the operating account. Nadia told
Sarah that Sarah should ask the board if we want to separate the payment into monthly
payments. However, the board has not received any communication on this.

Storm damage was approximately $25,000. With the insurance and storm damage together,
this amounts to $100,000 coming out of our bank account all at once, which is not ideal. Nadia
asked Sarah to find out how much interest/fees would be if we were to split the payment into
smaller monthly payments and then take this information to the board. The board has not heard
anything about this. Additionally, one board member noted that for the $25,000, the board
received no invoices or any information on how these were approved. Nadia did not have more
specifics but noted that she had asked Sarah to provide a summary (photos of damage, unit
numbers, etc.)

MINUTES

Danielle sent the revised minutes from the April and May meetings to the board. Seymour
moved to approve the minutes, Ed seconded. Approved.



Items from minutes of last meetings

ACTION: Sarah to send Ed and Eva a copy of the code of ethics to sign.

There was a discussion on priorities of tasks. The spring inspection is number one in priority,
second to the general property management. The spring inspection is holding up a lot of owner
requests. When the two board members met Sarah last week, she was to send the full report to
date on the inspections. It has not been received.

ACTION: CIPM to send the board the spring inspection list to date by Wednesday, 6 July.

ACTION: Sarah to complete the rest of the spring inspection ASAP.

The board also discussed owner requests. There is worry that there may be many owner
requests that have not been responded to (apart from the CIPM auto response). The board
would like a summary of owner requests, as well as a summary of questions that have been
submitted by owners. There also needs to be a note sent out to owners ASAP to say that we
are working on the requests and are sorry for the delay

ACTION: CIPM to send the summary of owner requests to the board by Wednesday, 6 July.

Exterior light fixtures. Dancan is not finished but is moving along. Some photo cells appear to
not work. There was discussion regarding switches and sensors; it appears that all front garage
lights are controlled by photocell sensors but that the front door light sometimes has a switch
(varies by unit).

ACTION: Sarah to follow up with Dancan for an update on the status of the lights.

ACTION: At the end of the project, Ed will go around at night to identify which photo cells are
not working.

Garage doors. The garage door replacements have been completed. The board will need to
update the tracking sheet for the doors. Once the tracking sheet is updated, the board should
do a post-mortem to determine a plan for garage doors going forward.

ACTION: Danielle to send Ed the latest garage door spreadsheet.

ACTION: Ed to use the spreadsheet to update the tracking sheet, so that all of the most recent
information is in one place.

ACTION: Board to have post-mortem to determine plan for garage doors going forward.

Telecon. The board asked Nadia to find out if Telecon has received “continuous” requests for
updates as Sarah has stated she has done, as the board has not received any recent info and
would like to update the owners. There are still outstanding issues (e.g., stones all over the
place); will this get cleaned up by Telecon?

ACTION: Sarah to get an update from Telecon, including an expected finish date, and send it to
the board.



ACTION: Recovery of costs from Telecon for electrical damage that needed to be repaired (by
Dancan).

ACTION: A car plug post was damaged and this needs to be repaired/cost of repair needs to
be recovered.

Street signs. Sarah and Danielle met with Richard Monette from Miller McConnell Signs on
Friday. He sent an updated quote for seven signs and one wayfinding sign (4x4, possibly
double sided) for the entrance. Richard said that they could do a mock-up of the sign at a
charge ($143.00/hr). Given the number of ongoing tasks, Danielle will continue to work on the
project (not transfer it to Sarah).

ACTION: Danielle to send the quote and some background information to the board.

Caulking removal. This was to be added to the spring inspection list. The board sent Sarah
pictures.

Power washing. Jim from Gorilla was waiting for a response from Sarah (had reached out twice
with no response). Sarah emailed Jim this morning to say she is sick and asked someone else
(Nadia/Surraya) to email a notice to owners. Jim had shared a notice that included some
important information for unit owners.

ACTION: CIPM to send out a notice to the owners for the Gorilla work that starts on Monday.

ACTION: Danielle to send an email and attachment from Jim to Nadia and the board.

Garden Coach Program. They provided a report, which was forwarded to the board. The board
needs to get more of an idea of costs before parts of the project can be prioritized. One board
member asked if there was an evaluation of old (unhealthy looking) trees that did not come
down in the storm. It is possible that the garden coaches looked at every tree but the board
wasn’t sure. Sarah was to work on getting an arborist involved, but the board has not heard
anything from Sarah. It may not be necessary to replace every tree that came down in the
storm; now is the time to assess what the best choice is for a replacement tree. Nadia
mentioned that Sarah could ask McCoy if they have any connections. Peter Knippel does
supply trees and we could reach out to them.

ACTION: Sarah to get at least two quotes for the purchase and installation of trees, based on
the report we got from the garden coaches.

Insurance adjuster. There was a meeting with the insurance adjuster and the information has
not been emailed to the board. The board needs a full report, analysis, and recommendation. It
was noted that the only coverage for costs of the removal of fallen trees is if the tree caused
damage to property when it fell. Otherwise, costs to remove trees that did not cause property
damage will not be covered by insurance. With that in mind, it may not be wise for us to file an
insurance claim as we have a $5,000 deductible and it may drive up our premiums.

ACTION: Sarah to send information from the insurance adjuster to the board.



Inspections. 10E’s step. On Friday, the board discussed (over email) how to get this job
actioned, as the owner is worried for their safety and has had a family member reach out to a
lawyer. Sarah said she would reach out to CIPM’s sister company earlier this week; the board
has not received an update on this. The board found a company with the correct replacement
step for sale; however, the step may no longer be available because it was from a cancelled
order. The board thinks that we need to show the owner some action on the task and that we
are taking it seriously. Nadia will speak to Yawar to see if any of the admins could temporarily
assist with calls to help get things rolling.

ACTION: Nadia to email Erin at CPS (sister company) to see if they know of a contractor who
would install the step.

Correspondence

Motorcycle request from 4FC.  There was one question, asking how far does the owner need to
walk the bike? Answer was unknown.

ACTION: Board to discuss further by email.

Unit 16AC.  The garbage is still in the backyard and includes tires, logs, pallets, pipes,
containers, bikes, propane tanks, etc. Sarah called and spoke to the owner about the backyard
a couple weeks ago. Owner had agreed to clean up by June 24 but disagreed about the
pallets. Regarding the pallets, Sarah said that we would need to get a legal letter that would be
charged to the owner. Nadia said that the process is to warn the owner and give a 1-week
deadline for them to clean up the yard. If this is not done, the yard will be cleaned up at the
owner’s expense and the board should get legal opinion on the matter (at owner’s expense).
The letter sent to the owner will need to be very specific about what is allowed in the backyard.
The board discussed the need to have a set of rules for what is allowed in backyards. This will
be worked on; however, it won’t be done by the time we send the letter to the owner. It was
asked if we can hire a company to review the current rules and draft a more robust set of rules.
Nadia said that CIPM can definitely find someone who can do this for us (someone with a
background from other condominiums).

ACTION: Sarah to get quotes for a contractor to review and create a set of rules.

ACTION: Send the owner of 16AC a letter, saying that they have 1 week to clean up the yard.
After this, the board will hand the matter over to the corporation’s lawyer.

Unit 2CM – garage door continually left open. Sarah was to contact the owner regarding her
continuing to leave her garage door open.

ACTION: Sarah to send an update.



DISCUSSION/NEW BUSINESS

Request from 6CC regarding modifications. This is old, from 9 May. We do not know if they
were responded to. Some of these items should be added to the rule review that needs to be
done. It would be good to get a photo of what they are thinking. Nadia agrees that we need to
have a standard for the appearance of the front door lock keypad requested (whatever that is,
black, silver, gold, etc.) and that we need to see it before it is installed. It also has to be
professionally installed by a handyman, because the front door is a common element.

Regarding screen doors, this is currently a permitted modification but the board would need to
see the door they plan to install first.

Regarding cameras, Nadia spoke of a Records and Privacy Policy that we should create, which
covers video camera surveillance. Because there is an issue of personal information of an
electronic sort, the board would need to notify residents that there is a camera. The same goes
for doorbell cameras. We would need to give the location and purpose of the cameras, as well
as what is done with the collected info. Nadia said that CIPM has templates that they have
used in the past and they could provide us more information. We might be able to cut/paste
from the rules. Seymour is happy to work with Nadia on some templates and draft a
recommendation for rules. This is a low priority task.

For the fireplace, Nadia said that the owner needs to make modifications to section 98 and
provide details on who will do the work, etc.

ACTION: Sarah to ask the owner to send details on what they propose to add for the keyless
entry, along with screen door specs.

ACTION: Sarah to tell the owner that we are coming up with a policy regarding cameras. For
now, the answer is no, with a possible exception for a doorbell camera, TBD.

ACTION: Sarah to ask the owner to provide the plan for the fireplace in writing, including who
will do the work and who will do the inspection.

Tree pruning. Carry forward action items.

ACTION: Sarah to add to the annual calendar. Also hedge trimming.

ACTION: Sarah to reach out to a company (Eastern Ontario Arborists) for a proposal.

Metal fence in front of Castlebrook by the intersection of Centrepointe and Tallwood. This will
be part of the storm damages and repairs report.

Owner portal. The board has asked four times for an estimated go-live date. Nadia asked Lisa
last week about this; Lisa said she had asked Sarah for info and hadn’t heard back. The board
also needs clarification on the owner vs board portal.

ACTION: Nadia will speak with Lisa tomorrow and find out what info is missing.



Open board position. We have another position open. There have been no responses to our
request for volunteers so far. It is likely not a big rush to fill the position, but the board may wish
to reach out to owners directly. One owner (Susan Scruton) offered to help with general tasks
and she was on the board previously so perhaps she would assist for a few months.

ACTION: Danielle to message Susan and (or) her husband Robert (who was also on the board
previously) to see if they would be interested in the open board position.

ACTION: Seymour will reach out to Debbie Cecil (another previous board member) if Susan or
Robert are not interested.

Open Tidyman position. Those interested in the position were asked to contact Sarah but the
board does not know if any responses were received. Eva said that she was happy to
temporarily cover the role, if needed. It is possible that there will be more interest in the role
after the summer.

ACTION: Ed will ask if his daughter is interested in the role.

ACTION: Sarah to let us know if there was interest from the community.

Garbage from Dancan lights. The job of replacing the lights is not yet completed. Once the job
is complete, the styrofoam will be posted for free on Kijiji. If no one wants it, it will be put in the
garbage.

ACTION: Once the job is complete, Eva will list the styrofoam for free on Kijiji. If there is no
interest, Eva will put it in the garbage.

ACTION: Ed will give Eva a set of keys to the office. Ken will keep his keys while he is doing
garbage.

Danielle noted that since Ken is no longer on the board, she will reset the passwords to the
condo email and Survey Monkey accounts.

ACTION: Danielle will reset passwords and send the new passwords to the board.

Fence extensions. A board member spoke to a need to revisit the fence extensions that were
installed last year, especially with a new board. It was proposed that we could reach out to an
attorney and get an assessment of what routes are possible for the board, rational about the
original board decision, and general guidance.  It would cost about $700 to remove the three
fence extensions. There was discussion on potential legal ramifications, uniformity and
consistency in unit appearance, and possibility of opening the board up to future requests for
legal opinion on previous decisions.

ACTION: Ed to send the information package to the board and then it may be sent for a legal
opinion.



Fences. Some fences need work on the end pieces. As some fences have been damaged by
the storm, how should we deal with this? Because Masters is already going to come and fix the
end pieces (for free), it might be good to get them to also repair the two holes in the fences
while they are here and any other small fence repairs (reattachment of lattice).

ACTION: Sarah to schedule this with Masters.

FINANCIALS

The board needs to approve previous financials plus our current financials. Last financials
(April) were approved. Danielle motioned, Ed seconded. Approved.

Current financials (May) will be deferred to the next meeting because the board has not had a
chance to look at them as they were only provided to us in the last couple of days.

Next steps will be getting the year end (April 30th) done. The auditor from last year was
retained. CIPM (Laura) will likely contact the auditor in two weeks.

ACTION: CIPM (Laura) to take care of this.

ACTION: Danielle to send auditor info to Sarah, Laura, and Nadia.

NEXT MEETING

Next meeting will be Tuesday, July 19th at 6:30PM.

ACTION: Sarah to send an invite.

ADJOURNMENT

Meeting was adjourned at 9:07. Seymour moved, Danielle seconded.


